Abstract
Micro-sociology
Within sociology the term micro refers to a focus on the fme detail of commonplace, everyday life. This includes things like, media stories, conversations, and people interacting in bounded spaces like factories, restaurants, buses, city streets and so on. Traditional macro concerns for ethnic, gender and class inequalities can be useful with these topics, but what characterises the micro point of view is a predominant concern for how the local is organised. How do people build social worlds, together, on a hereand-now basis? There are debates about the cogency of the labels micro and macro, and where various perspec-, tives should be placed, but rather than engage these, micro-sociology is elaborated below by using Cooper and Law's ( 1995) distinction between distal and proximal sociology.
For most of its history sociology has offered distal views of its subject matter, but roughly since the 1960s the criticism arose that these views assumed too much. Sociologists dealt with results, such as social structures, rather than the processes that lead to those results -the focus of the proximal view. In short, 'the distal is constituted by action at a distance; the proximal, through action by contact' (ibid: 239).
Given that contemporary sociology is full of variations on this distinction, why is this version worth mentioning? First, note that Cooper and Law are applying it to the study of organisations. The topic of this conference -Labour, Employment and Work-is an area saturated with organisations, and the distal/proximal distinction is most useful here. Under the distal view an organisation is a definable system with a strong boundary; it is a structure that can be measured. Hence, there is the study of organisations, plural. In contrast, the proximal view emphasises assemblages of organising. It turns the topic of study from a noun to a verb, to networks and circuits of continuous contact and motion. The distal focus tends to take individuals, subgroups, and their motives and actions as discrete features of an organisation, whereas the proximal focuses on the interpenetration of a multitude of sub-units, that will organise in ways that although structured have a 'flfSt-timethrough' contingent character.
Second, while Cooper and Law favour the proximal view they are not offering a simple either/or choice, where we either have stability associated with powerful structures, or the instability associated with process and uncertainty. The real utility of the distinction is how it draws attention to the nature of the relationship between effect and process: a proximal (micro-) sociology seeks to analyse ''forces and agents that order relatively stable effects (such as organisations, societies) out ofimrinsically partial and precarious processes" (1995: 240) . Or to adapt Latour (1987) , an organisation does not cause and determine everything that happens within its boundaries, rather the recognition of its boundaries and its very existence depends precisely on what elements are held together.
This second point has an important implication for the common social scientific focu s on power and interest. It may seem that the proximal view is circular: if it is admitted that there is stability in organisations, but one wants to focu s on organising, why not just admit that ultimately the result is the power and reality of organisations? However, as Cooper and Law nicely put it, they are after virtuous, and not vicious, circularity. Organisations convince us of their material existence: they build up truths about themselves through for example, their hierarchies, logos, mission statements, records, and report sheets. In this, "truth, then, is integrally linked to ... power. And power depends on truth. That is the character of circularity " ( 1995: 256) . By composing themselves of collections of multiple entities, organisations self-validate, they point to what they are made of (they truly exist}, which in turn is linked with power as the organisation can then enrol yet more entities and then translate others' actions. By taking seriously the multiplic ity of materials (natural and social) that organisations are built from , simplistic views of power as political prejudice or domination disappear. For the world isn' t endlessly malleable. It c annot be bent endlessly to an arbitrary political will. This is because successful heterogeneous engineering has to cope with the resistances put up by that world whether these be social or natural. Indeed, it needs to find ways of incorporating both into its ordering arrays (ibid: 256).
It is precisely the incorporation of both the natural and the social into organising that we see so clearly in the ministeria l inquiry into Tranz Ra il. Below, the tenets of proximal/micro-sociology are used to analyse this case.
The Tranz Rail inquiry and the 'culture problem'
On June 28. 2000, the Minister of Labour announced the terms of re ference for a ministerial inquiry (hereafter, ' the Inquiry ') into the safety practices and standards of Tranz Rail, the private company that had bought the previously government-owned New Ze aland Rail. Media statements made it clear that the Inquiry was prompted by the death of a railway shunter in May, the tifth death of a Tranz Rail employee within a year. Whilst these five deaths provided an obvious hook for the media, concern about workplace safety in the rail and port industry had existed for many years, with the Rail and Maritime Transport Union expressing formal concern about high rates of injury and fatality as early as 1995 (Armstrong, 2000) .
The rationale for the Inquiry was to establish whether there were any ·systemic factors ' that contributed to the accident situation and, if so, whether they arose out of the safety regulatory regime governing Tranz Rail 's activities. The Inquiry was based on nine specitic terms of reference and heard oral submissions (mostly derived from written submissions) in a five-day period. Given the amount of material the Inquiry generated, I propose to limit analysis to the term of reference to do with 'culture' (hereafter 'the culture problem'), The key elements of heterogeneous engineering that make organisations seem so stable and structured -the natural, social and discursive -are all operating in the Inquiry, whose task is to work out (and put on paper) what is significant from amongst an array of possibilities. Just what will be admitted as relevant in attempting to explain the high rates of accidents and injuries at Tranz Rail? At times, the ' natural ' must be allowed to speak (partly) for itself: it is obvious that when someone is crushed by a train, the immediate cause of death or injury is a soft body coming into contact with a hard machine which has no sympathy for humans. But what was the broader context within which this fatal contact occurred? Here, the social organisation of the workplace becomes the focus, and this in turn can reconfigure the consideration of material objects. There is no clear answer, always debate. For example, some time was given over in the oral submissions to questioning whether the floor of one rail carriage was actually rusted right through, as the union claimed, or whether this was spurious, as Tranz Rail claimed. Or, when a power pole rots below the ground, that is a natural occurrence, but when it falls and crushes a worker, we ask why precautions were not taken. Thus, the culture problem makes the social its focus, but not to the isolation of the natural, to which it is inextricably linked. That is, accidents and injuries may be found to have a 'natural ' component but once established this opens up the question of what other social factors were involved, and oftentimes it may be unclear just what mix of the natural and social is involved. The constant debate and contingency are good reason to follow Callon (1998) and eaU the Inquiry a hybrid forum , that is, a constantly debated mix of the natural, social and discursive.
In this hybrid forum we see the utility of virtuous circular-ity. To make a decision on the culture problem (to fmd the truth) we need fllSt to locate what culture actually is. But no single actor in the hybrid forum has the ability to signify the truth, and this is why so much effort is given over to producing convincing (and lengthy) submissions. In this, textual organisation itself becomes crucial for it shapes and produces understandings. As O ' Neill has put it, ' the story of anything is itself another story of the choices made to tell it in the way we have it here ' (2000: 101) . Such a concern with interaction between form and content is very useful in considering the cu1ture problem, and below this is developed by analysing the ' Historical Perspective' extract (from three pages into the Tranz Rail submission).
Historical Perspective 1880s -1981: For almost a century, New Zealand's railway system was owned by the Government and, in fact, was a Government Department with is own Minister for Railways. Features of this period included an entrenched bureaucratic culture. The Department conducted its business with a focus on engineering and, as an adjunct to the business, pursued social and political objectives.
The Department operated in a protected environment in that goods or freight were not able to be transported by road for any distances greater than 30 miles, then 40 miles and later 150 kilometres. The culture during this period was based on the ideal of ·•a job for life". Given the security of tenure for most employees, the Department was able to foster its own sense of family and community. For example, many employees lived in Railway houses, owned by the Department, at minimal rents. As these houses were usually grouped together, working for the Department was not only a job but a lifestyle.
The Department was a hierarchical, military-type structure. Promotional opportunities were based primarily on length of service as opposed to performance. 1982 -1990 : During this period, the Department became a Government Corporation known as NZ Railways Corporation. The Government at the time embarked on the commercialisation of the old railways Department. Protection from road transport competition was lifted.
There was a shift in focus and fundamental raison d' etre of the organisation from engineering and social goals to cost efficiency and with emphasis on downsizing the organisation.
During this time, the hierarchical structure of the organisation was dismantled to a large degree in that a number of layers of management were eliminated and the focus for front line employees was the improvement of productivity.
Over this period staff numbers reduced from more than 20,000 to approximately 6,800 by 1990. Parker, 2000: 134) .
While the Historical Perspective extract occurs admidst an attempt to answer the culture problem it is also a socially integrating myth. It functions as a foundation story, that is, it is one legitimated tale of the foundation ofTranz Rail and like any tale, it is deeply moral, has a particular form , and attempts to convince readers of a particular view.
The tale has a simple narrative form: A long time ago there was a group of people who had a bad way of living, but then after a period of trials some new people triumphed and things were made good. 226 few key pieces from the extract, and put story equivalents in brackets. The Historical Perspective story begins, "For almost a century" (A long time ago), "New Zealand's railway system was owned by the Government" ... "Features of thi s period included an entrenched bureaucratic culture" where " working for the Department was not only a job but a lifestyle" and "Promotional opportunities were based primarily on length of service as opposed to performance" (the people lived in a state of darkness/there was a scourge upon the land). (But then s omething new happened) ' 1982-1990: .. . the commercialisation of the old Railways Department ' emphasising 'cost efficiency'. (The people found this new way a little frightening) " layers of management were eliminated and the focus of front line employees was the improvement of productivity"; "Over this period staff numbers reduced from more than 20, 000 to approximately 6,800 by 1990". (But when all was over, the people lived happily ever after) " By the end of this period, NZ Rail Limited was a protitable organisation'' (because along came the knight in shining armour) "NZ Rail was sold to a consortium of private owners•·.
In the context of the restructuring of New Zealand that occurred from the 1980s there are a myriad of similar stories, hence the basic tale is very familiar: the old ways were bad , there was a little pain from the change to the new ways, but there was no alternative. Given the latest developments that see Tranz Rail significantly reducing its railway commitments, it is easy to be a little cynical about this story, but we need to take the proximal analysis a little further than simple cynicism. Following McHoul ( 1987), we need to avoid two types of naive position in analysing such stories. The flrst he calls naive relativism which is the model that people are roles X, Y, or Z because they talk in a certain way. With our example, this would be to say that the author performs being a corporate manager because she is able to talk in the appropriate corporate fashion-to reiterate the corporation's foundation story. The second is naive realism, which is the model that people talk in certain ways because they really are roles X, Y, or z. This equates to the view that there is no artiflce involved: the corporate manager talks in this way because she is the corporate manager, what she says comes directly from who she is, and by extension Tranz Rail really holds to the Historical Perspective story. McHoul 's argument is that these views are unhelpful as they both take the mistaken approach of assuming that either how the talk is done, or whichever of the social roles and identities there are, precede, or 'cause' the other. The alternative model is to focus on how talk and identities are mutually constitutive-a key concern of proximal (micro) sociology.
If we can link ·mutual constitution' with culture then we may have a better understanding of the Inquiry and some interesting insights into the culture problem. To do this I now want to use Harvey Sacks' conception of culture, as elaborated by Miller and McHoul ( 1998 Miller and McHoul, 1998: 179) .
The paradigm here is types of conversation. For example, courtroom language is generated via preallocation of turns at talk, and consequently this preallocation makes it recognisable as fonnal courtroom talk, as say distinguis hable from ordinary conversations where turns at talk are allocated in dynamic interchanges.
It is difficult to apply this to our current material, but we can begin by noting that absolutely nothing was said in the Historical Perspective story about accidents and injuries in the railway workplace. So, why is it there? I suggest that the story generates Tranz Rail as a mix of cultures. There are corporate-management and workplace arms of culture. These are undoubtedly connected, but the thrust of the extract is one of division and hence an attempt to shift blame and responsibility. Simplifying the Historical Perspective story yet further, what it builds up is a logic where the old, traditional way of running railways is a negative thing. To be employed for a lifetime within railways is worked up to be inflexibility, intractability, in short, a bad. This logic is generated in the story by Tranz Rail corporate culture, which then has this available to posit their answer to the culture problem. Accidents and injuries are another bad -there is no problem admitting that-but what could cause such a bad? The proffered answer (from many possibilities) is, 'like generates like ' -only another bad causes further bads. Hence, it is through examining the survival of old, traditional ways of doing things within the new Tranz Rail that this culture fmds an answer to the culture problem.
Space is short, so a few examples will have to suffice to exemplify this discursive technique. 15, 2.80, 2.82. 2.84. 2.90) I suggest that someone not familiar with the types of workers who suffered the most accidents and injuries at Tranz Rail could accurately predict from the above extracts who they were. Ultimately, there is nothing hidden about Tranz Rail's line of argument here. While the value of long-serving staff is recognised, Equally, however, the culture of long service and tradition can be obstacles to improving safety in the workplace. Traditional and entrenched mind-sets amongst operating staff about the way in which their jobs are carried out can be difficult to alter and accordingly can make new practices designed to increase safety, more difficult to implement and enforce (p. 20, 3.6).
The fmal statement on the culture problem appears at first glance to offer a break on the tradition = bad equation:
In (2000) did not buy the Tranz Rail line, in fact, most of their consideration of the culture problem is taken up not with a possible answer. but with rejecting Tranz Rail's 'old culture is the problem ' argument. The final sente nce admonishes Tranz Rail 'to re-examine management attitudes to ensure that, at critical times, frontline managers do not place a greater priority on maintaining productivity than on safety' ('Ministerial Inquiry ', 2000: 45) .
So, Tranz Rail did not successfully win others to their view of the culture problem. Indeed, the argument presented here is that they were effectively hoist with their own petard: in attempting to answer the culture problem what came through was the relative rigidity of their own culture. As this culture was constructed in their submission it simultaneously constructed a selective (and rejected) answer to the c ulture problem. By now New Zealanders are well used to hearing 'There Is No Alternative' (TINA) as a justification for constant change and restructuring. As illustrated by the material above, it is no longer just a convenient rhetoric but has become embodied within the corporations themselves. Just what this means for the future regulation and improvement of workplace health and safety we simply do not know. There are always alternatives, but if TINA is so embedded in corporate culture, some important actors will simply not look for them. nor include them in the texts and documents that are so crucial to modem organisational life.
Future Research
Studies of the workplace and discourse need to overcome the either/or of the traditional agency/structure debate (Heracleous and Hendry, 2000) . People in the workplace talk and they write; these are foundational social and cultural practices both for putting together work itself, and in determining what to do when things go wrong in the workplace (e.g. accidents and injuries). Macro pictures of tbe social distribution of accidents and injuries are useful, but we need more studies of the dynamic processes that enable statistics to exist in the first place. There is much research that could be done focusing on how textual material is produced, circulated, interpreted, and made effective within the workplace, in short, how the wor.kplace is a ' textually mediated social organisation'.
